Curriculum Inputs of Nursery for the month of
January,February & March 2019
TRANSPORT


Identifies and observes different modes of transport- land, air and water .



Narrates imaginary stories using stick puppets of different vehicles.



Solves riddles on different means of transport- land, water and airE.g. I have 2 wheels
I have no motor
Sometimes I have a bell
You can ride on me
Who am I…
Yes I am a Bicycle
Recites rhymes on different means of transport



ALPHABET
Recognizes capital and small letters and their phonetic sounds(Xx-Zz).

Revisits letters (A-Z)


Matches capital letter cards with the corresponding small letter cards.



Matches the letter flash cards with the picture cards.






Identifies the letters in his/her name. Names objects beginning with each letter in their
name, e.g.
PARTH P-PARROT, PEN, PEACOCK
A- ANT, ALIGATOR, AXE
R- RAT, RABBIT, RING
T- TIGER, TORTOISE, TREE
H- HEN, HOUSE, HAMMER
Recites rhymes and songs based on alphabet
Eg. A is for aeroplane
Draws objects starting with the given letters (a-z)

NUMBERS



Recognizes numbers (0-10)
Matches number cards with the objects.





Draws objects according to the given number
Arranges number cards in the proper sequence 1,2,3….10
Revisits all number rhymes e.g.
1 little finger 1 little finger 2 little fingers tap tap tap…

REVISITS ALL PREVIOUS TOPICS



Revisits all previous topics like Myself, My school, Plant Life, Animals and Birds through
different activities.
Does free hand drawing related to topics done earlier

SPRING SEASON



Talks about spring season
Observes the changes in the weather-e.g. days are warmer and longer, flowers
blooming etc.

ACTIVITIES ACROSS THE THEME






Republic day celebrations
Basant Panchami
Visit to Rail museum
Holi
Annual Day

GRAND PARENT FORUM
 Grandfather of Leela Dhingra Deb(NUR-C) was invited to the morning
assembly.He narrated a story and spoke about moral values to the children.

PET DAY
 Parents of Vivaan Rao (K.G-B), Anmay Chaudhary (K.G-B) ,Gauri Lal (K.G- C)
Arav Lal(NUR-A) and Priyanka Prakash(K.G-C) brought their pets to school and
talked about them.
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